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NORFOLK ISLAND PORT DEVELOPMENT – MAYORAL MINUTE 
Mayor Adams tabled the following Mayoral Minute at the Ordinary Meeting of Council, Wednesday 
20 May 2020. This motion was unanimously approved and endorsed by Council as Resolution 
2020/49. 

I Cr Adams move – 
 
THAT Council engage with the Commonwealth, in true collaboration, to develop the Cascade Port 
as a matter of urgency in order to resolve the ongoing problem of delivering sea freight to Norfolk 
Island – a conceptual plan for the proposal is attached. 
  
Over the past 24 hours, our Island has again witnessed the pressing need for our community to have 
a safe harbour. What mainland Australians take for granted, Norfolk Island continually struggles to 
battle the elements just to receive food, building supplies, fuel, necessities for normal life. 
 
Our Federal member for Bean in the ACT, David Smith MP said the following in a share on his 
Facebook page yesterday – 
 “There are decades of reports highlighting the inadequacy of Norfolk Island’s shipping 

freight facilities but it’s a can that continues to get kicked down the road with plenty of 
interim arrangements. The current arrangements are not the fault of the Council or the 
Islanders who have used their ingenuity over the years to try and make facilities work. 
Norfolk Island desperately need an investment in long term infrastructure rather than 
year-by-year solutions.” 

 
I am confident that Council joins me in thanking our Member for Bean for his post which says it all. 
Council at its meeting in February adopted a nine-point Strategic Action Plan, with point three being 
Island Freight. Council also agreed to focus on the long term development of the Cascade Port, given 
that this area has served the local community for many years, it has a strong pier and crane, and 
has been an approved first point of entry site with the Department of Agriculture. 
 
A continual challenge for any port operation, is its intersection with Marine Parks, and how we can 
maintain our pristine environment. 
 
Attached to this minute is a concept of the Cascade Port, where excavation into the rock wall, rather 
than encroachment into the Marine Park is a solution Council believes will produce an outcome the 
Island really needs. The additional bonus of this concept is that the community will benefit from the 
winning of rock resources that are currently depleted on the Island. 
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Today, more than ever, our community is facing extreme high freight costs, with comparative costs 
of other Australian Islands being several hundred dollars per tonne less than we face now. This 
situation is only going to worsen unless we act now. In January of this year, the community pleaded 
with Council to help find a solution to Island Freight. Council acted and engaged a Barge company 
to bring considerable freight to the Island. After many months of applications, lobbying, and final 
approval, the experiment with Ball Bay has highlighted to me and the community that the long-
term solution of Cascade can no longer wait. It must happen now. 
 
 

CR ROBIN ADAMS 
MAYOR, NORFOLK ISLAND 
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